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FocoLink Free Download

• Don't be lazy when you surf the web; just type the URL and the software does the rest. • Get rid of linking to lengthy URLs; just click and enjoy. • The unique feature of this program is that it is not browser-based. • The quick URL Creator has a streamlined interface. • At the same time, it is very easy-to-use. • Using this program, your links are no longer limited to 6
characters, but unlimited. • Of course, FocoLink is not only a URL shortener, but it is also a URL converter and URL remover. • The output is an easy-to-read, machine-readable, HTML-formatted link. • The new URL system is supported by Firefox, Chrome and Internet Explorer. • It is compatible with Unicode and Alt+Enter. • You are always redirected to the
FocoLink homepage automatically, and then you can use the settings on your own. • FocoLink is a small, portable application, it can be installed on all computers and computers with a CD/DVD drive can run it at once. • You can even install FocoLink on a mobile phone. • You may use any HTML5-compliant browser to view the web page. • The FocoLink application
is free of charge, but you can try a free trial period before you buy. Encoder.FM is a powerful and easy to use sound encoder/transcoder software for Windows, and online. Encoder.FM can encode (convert) all audio streams to MP3, MP2, AAC, OGG, WAV or WAVE format. And it can also convert all video streams to AVI, MPEG, MP4, 3GP, MOV, RM, M4V, FLV,
MKV, VOB, ASF, WMV, VLC, PSP, and iPod. Also, Encoder.FM can be used as a portable online video encoder and online audio encoder. Encoder.FM is the easiest to use, yet powerful, sound encoder and online audio/video encoder software for Windows. It is the best solution for you who want to convert video or audio on your computer. Encoder.FM can help you
compress (encode) media file to save memory space. For example, you can compress video file to MP4, H.264, MPEG, MOV, FLV,
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What's New in the?

FocoLink is a revolutionary software that will help you convert long URLs into easy-to-use short ones with a single mouse click. FocoLink will come in handy for all Internet users having accounts in social networks, namely Twitter, Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Orkut, Bebo, Habbo Hotel, Friendster, Hi5; using instant messengers Skype, ICQ, MSN Messenger,
Yahoo! Messenger, GoogleTalk. Joiners who can't imagine their lives without chat rooms, forums, commenting on information materials will enjoy this program. Though the Internet is full of short URL services, FocoLink is notable of its simplicity, convenience and absence of ads. Moreover, the key point is that there is no need for users to visit these services with the
help of browsers. It will take you only two mouse clicks to run the short URL process on your PC. FocoLink What's New: In the new version of FocoLink: - You can see the list of all processed URLs in the "My Folders" section. - Added a report button for logs. - Two buttons to show the same page as it was opened in browser (with Browser option) and to download the
processed URL (with Ctrl+s shortcut). What's New in FocoLink: Version 1.5.10: - Fixed a bug in the processing of links for MySpace, LinkedIn, Friendster and Hi5. - Fixed a bug in the processing of links for Bebo and Facebook with non-Latin characters. - Fixed a bug in the processing of multi-part links from Yahoo! Messenger and Windows Live Messenger. - Fixed a
bug in the processing of links from other messengers. - Fixed a bug in the processing of multi-part links from GoogleTalk. - Fixed a bug in the processing of single-part links from GoogleTalk. - Fixed a bug in the processing of multi-part links from ICQ. - Fixed a bug in the processing of links from other instant messengers. - Improved the processing of URLs from proxy
servers, anonymizers, web anonymizers. - Other minor improvements and bug fixes. FocoLink is a revolutionary software that will help you convert long URLs into easy-to-use short ones with a single mouse click. FocoLink will come in handy for all Internet users having accounts in social networks, namely Twitter, Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Orkut, Bebo, Habbo
Hotel, Friendster, Hi5; using instant messengers Skype, ICQ, MSN Messenger, Yahoo! Messenger, GoogleTalk. Joiners who can't imagine their lives without chat rooms, forums, commenting on information materials will enjoy this program. Though the Internet is full of short URL services, FocoLink is notable of its simplicity, convenience and absence of ads
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System Requirements:
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